A major challenge in securing end-user systems is the risk of popular applications being hijacked at run-time. Traditional measures do not prevent such threats because the code itself is unmodified and local anomaly detectors are difficult to tune for correct thresholds due to insufficient training data. Given that the target of attackers are often popular applications for communication and social networking, we propose Ensemble, a novel, automated approach based on a trusted community of users contributing system-call level local behavioral profiles of their applications to a global profile merging engine. The trust can be assumed in cases such as enterprise environments and can be further policed by reputation systems, e.g., by exploiting trust relationships inherently associated with social networks. The generated global profile can be used by all community users for local anomaly detection or prevention. Evaluation results based on a malware pool of 57 exploits demonstrate that Ensemble is an effective defense technique for communities of about 300 or more users as in enterprise environments.
Introduction
End-user systems can be difficult to secure for a variety of reasons. They are typically unmanaged: users download software, browser bugs, etc. In this paper, we focus on defending against a class of attacks in which popular applications are hijacked at run-time. In the past, this has led to wide-spread attacks such as the Skype worm [14] spread using Skype and buffer overflows in Outlook email clients to execute arbitrary code [7] . Traditional measures, such as anti-virus scanners [5] , do not prevent such threats because the application code itself is unmodified. Prior work indicates that system-call level profiling [23, 33, 37] may help detect such attacks early but a significant barrier is a lack of sufficient training data to ensure low false positive rates.
In this paper, we present Ensemble, a novel unsupervised anomaly detection approach based on the idea of a trusted community of users contributing system-call level local profiles of an application to a common merging engine. The merging engine generates a global profile that captures the possible space of normal run-time behaviors of an application. The global profile can be used to detect or prevent anomalies in application behavior at each end-host in real time. The promise of this approach is that it helps overcome the problem of a lack of sufficient training data at each host and can be largely automated. The challenges are making such a system efficient, overcoming the differences in profiles due to factors such as variations in installation directories or hardware, and identifying the appropriate information to collect in profiles.
The underlying hypothesis of Ensemble is that, as the number of local profiles increases, the aggregate global profile tends to converge, thus revealing the normal behavior of the target application. Most applications in our experiments were found to satisfy this property, though we also identified types of applications that would be exceptions. This paper makes the following contributions.
Handling diversity in execution environments: Various factors impact communitybased profiling, e.g., the same application at different hosts may be installed in different directories, run with different amount of memory, and use different number of CPUs. All these can cause variations in the system call traces with their parameters. We determined the types of data to use for generating behavioral profiles to handle these variations, while keeping profiles compact and representative of the application.
Analysis of the relationship between the community size and false positive rates: We first applied community-based anomaly detection to a community of 12 users using a normal, clean instant messaging application. The detailed system-call level data were sampled for 50 minutes during 5 hours with each local profile generated based on one minute of sampled data. We found that high false positive rates to be of significant concern, just as with single-host profiling using system calls. A testbed of virtual machines was subsequently used to study the impact of scaling up the system to a larger user community. We found that the techniques, in general, tend to become much more effective with larger community size. Significant reduction in false positive rates was observed after reaching approximately 300 users.
Techniques to reduce data transfer by sharing summary data generated by profiling applications: We show that while each host collects detailed system-call level data [23, 26, 36] for local analysis, it only needs to send a modest amount of local profile data per application (approximately, 4-5 KB/sec) to a common server to create community profiles.
A general interface: Our system provides a useful abstraction of a general interface for any target application to be protected. Multiple applications can subscribe to the Ensemble service.
Ensemble is currently implemented in user space in Windows. We used Detour library [27] by Microsoft Research to intercept system calls for target applications. For improved efficiency, as discussed in §4.2, Ensemble can be implemented as a service in the OS kernel. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 overviews the related work; §3 describes the overall model of Ensemble; §4 details our implementation; and §5 evaluates the system experimentally. Finally, §6 discusses limitations before concluding in §7.
Related Work
Our work improves on existing work in the area of anomaly detection by exploring the applicability of community-based profiling to generate detailed run-time behavior profiles of applications at the system call level. Below we highlight some of the related approaches in malware detection and containment. Anomaly Detection. One of the first studies on anomaly detection for applications was done by Forrest et al. [23, 26, 36] . They executed an application multiple times with different inputs to collect system call sequences and then used those to form the baseline behavior of the program. Any significant deviation from the baseline was considered as an anomaly. Many of the follow-up studies [16, 24, 21, 25, 37, 33, 20] incorporate machine learning techniques such as hidden-Markov model and neural networks. Later studies examined the inclusion of system call arguments [13] and call stack information [22] . Generating a common model from different runs is a non-trivial prob-lem. In [16] , Ballardie and Crowcroft explore several representative models, including frequency-based models, a data-mining approach, and a finite state machine approach.
All these above approaches can suffer from high false positive rate. The data collection process is typically manual or may take a long time to cover most normal behavior. If the application's normal behaviors are not adequately captured, unobserved normal behavior is likely misclassified as abnormal. While better machine learning algorithms [25, 33] can help, one fundamental problem in making these schemes practical is the difficulty in getting sufficient training data to capture comprehensive application behavior.
Our work builds on the approaches in the above systems. The primary contribution is to show that if a large user community sharing their training data with an IDS at a fine-grained level, behavioral profiles can be generated that are much more complete and accurate than local profiles. One of the challenges we examined in extending the techniques to a community environment is that not just the inputs, but the operating environment for the software can be different. In our experiments, we allowed applications to be installed in random directories on various systems with diverse hardware configuration and varying workload imposed by other applications. We extend existing algorithms for combining profiles to handle likely variations.
Community-based Systems. The concept of "application community" [2] has been proposed to collaboratively diagnose and respond to attacks by generating appropriate configuration patches and filters. The goal is to generate a community-specific situation awareness gauge to predict imminent attacks. But it does not focus on anomaly detection as in our work to help prevent attacks.
A similar concept of "collaborative learning for security" [19] is applied to automatically generate a patch to the problematic software without affecting application functionality. However, the detectors used are static detectors without training, and the ways in which the community is utilized are limited to gathering detailed execution constraints in the binary, distributing the generated patch, and letting the user community evaluate them.
Companies, such as Symantec [12] , Microsoft, and Google also leverage the notion of a community to help identify malware programs or spam emails [4] from user based feedback. Vigilante [17] and Sweeper [34] try to contain Internet worms by automatically detecting exploits. Both enable a user community to share their antibodies to prevent and stop future attacks from Internet worms.
In other application contexts, the concept of community has also been explored. PeerPressure [35] utilizes it to automatically detect and troubleshoot misconfigurations by assuming that most users in the community have the correct configuration. The Gamma System [32] was proposed to split the monitoring task among community users, enabling minimally intrusive program analysis and software evolution. Similarly, Cooperative Bug Isolation [31, 30] leverages the community to do "statistical debugging" based on the feedback data automatically generated by community users.
In contrast to the above body of work, our work examines the effectiveness of applying the notion of community at a much finer-grained level. Instead of just combining binary feedback or signatures of worms, we integrate run-time behavioral profiles, consisting of system calls and associated parameters, of applications across a community of heterogeneous users. This allows us to extend anomaly detection to additional classes of software applications.
Signature based anti-virus (AV) software. In this approach, a user typically uses a signature database of known attacks, resulting in the advantage of negligible false positives. Unfortunately, it is difficult to maintain signatures covering new attacks. A study by Oberheide et al. [28] found that commercial AV software has a detection rate ranging from only 54.9% to 86.6% for attacks that occurred in the previous year. More importantly, the AV software had significantly poorer detection rates for more recent malware samples. This implies that anomaly based detection is still indispensable.
Behavior-based intrusion detection systems (IDS). These systems rely on predefined rules to detect anomalies in the run-time system behavior. They can better detect zero-day attacks that attempt to evade code-based signatures. But, getting the rules right can be difficult and therefore the rules tend to be relatively coarse-grained. For example, by default, McAfee VirusScan Enterprise 8.5i [5] Access Protection rule blocks outbound port 25 to filter malicious email programs. However, to get normal email applications to work, 42 popular email clients, such as outlook.exe and thunderbird.exe [11] , are exempt. Note these applications are often the ones exploited.
Methodology
In this section, first we present high-level methodologies used in Ensemble, then explain them in detail in §3.1 to §3.3.
The goal of Ensemble is to detect application misbehavior, particularly caused by zero-day attacks. As the start point of our approach, we generate a local profile for each application instance. A profile is a summary of target application's inter-process communications and its behavior that can result in persistent changes (changes that survive across reboots) to the file system, the registry, network, and other system settings. They are abstracted from system call traces. Statistically, it can be seen as representative data points in the sample space containing all possible state changing behavior of the target application.
We envision that a large number of community users feed local profiles of an application to a central server, which periodically aggregates them into a global profile, depicting the application's normal behavior as a baseline. The global profile serves as a classifier that identifies anomalies using collected local profiles as training data.
To detect and prevent intrusion, we monitor the application behavior and compared it with the global profile continuously. An alarm is triggered when the application is about to perform an operation that does not match the global profile. The user can be alerted or the system can be configured to directly block the operation. Next we investigate several important challenges of our methodology.
Profile Generation
Local profiles. A local profile is generated from raw system call traces [26] . In Windows, system calls are undocumented, thus we use Windows API calls in our prototype. For simplicity we ignore a set of APIs that do not modify host file system or network state such as graphics and user interface API that are unlikely abused or even if abused will likely be visible through other APIs we monitor. Also, we only focus on operations executed by the target application given the profile is for a particular application, with the exception of the process dependency, as discussed below.
Global profiles. A global profile is distilled from multiple local profiles. We develop a taxonomy for APIs in terms of functionality (process dependency, file access, network access, etc.). For each category, corresponding records in local profiles are aggregated by key attributes (Table 1 ). An example of aggregating File Access category is shown in Table 2 . Among all the categories, the process dependency [29] depicts the interaction among processes of the target application and other processes. A local profile contains two types of dependencies: indirect and direct dependency. Indirect dependency, such as a file dependency (Process A writes file F, which is then read by Process B), requires an object (e.g., a file or an IP address) as an intermediary. It is synthesized by correlating multiple API calls. Direct dependency, such as a fork dependency, takes place without an intermediary. It can be inferred from a single API call.
The Environment Diversity Challenge
For categories other than process dependency, the simplified methodology illustrated in Table 2 has limitations. For example, for a text processor, different users edit different files, thus the file access category is not aggregatable if naively using the filename as the key attribute. Similarly, a P2P client may talk to random IP addresses, leading the aggregation in the global profile to be a set of IP addresses each with very few occurrences. We apply two methods to address this challenge.
First, we use predefined rules to normalize the path and file names. For example, c:\Documents and Settings\Alice\a.dat is normalized to USER-DOC\a.dat. This also helps protect the privacy of community users.
Second, our main solution is Stack Signature, which describes the stack history of the calling thread for each API call. The key idea is that the "random" events of the same functionality of a program such as sending a message or making a VoIP call in Skype, should be associated with a fixed set of execution paths that can be represented by call stacks. Based on this assumption, we introduce Stack Signature, a compact version of call stack. A Stack Signature is calculated by iterating all stack frames of the current thread and XORing their return addresses. In the case of recursive calls, return addresses occurring multiple times are counted once.
In a global profile, the relationship between stack signatures and objects (e.g., filenames and IP addresses) can be characterized by a weighted bipartite graph, whose vertices are divided into two disjoint sets X and Y , where X is the set of stack signatures and Y is the set of objects. There is an edge e : x → y ∈ E where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , if and only if an event accessing object y has stack signature x in at least one local profile. Each element in X, Y and E has a weight, indicating its occurrence frequency in terms of the number of local profiles. Except for the process dependency which is fairly stable, we introduce stack signatures and use bipartite graphs as the data abstraction for all other categories.
We observe many such cases in our experiments. For example, at stack signature 0x61AE46F8, QQ [8] -an instant messaging application may receive data from at least 64 different servers such as 121.14.*.*, 219.133.*.*, 58.61.*.*, via port 8000. All servers are found at Guangdong, China, where the headquarter of QQ is located. The size of received data is always a multiple of 10240 bytes.
Anomaly Detection
As described at the beginning of this section, Ensemble clients periodically pull the global profile from the server. The anomaly detection and prevention are performed continuously. Before each operation monitored by Ensemble is executed, the API call is intercepted and compared with the global profile using the following comparison algorithm. Table 1 , then its stack signature x is calculated, its object y is identified, and e : x → y is matched against the bipartite graph B G = {X G , Y G } in the global profile. Let the frequency of e and x in B G be f (e) and f (x), respectively. (i.e., f (e) = # of local profiles containing e # of local profiles ). Let the degree of x in B G be d(x). We also introduce thresholds th e , th x and deg x . We determine whether e is an abnormal action by several tests searching for the predictable relation of the objects accessed by stack signatures. Some challenges arise, as we observe that in multiple executions of the same application, a single object may be accessed by different stack signatures forming one or more clusters. Figure 1 is an example of reading file ServUCert.key in 1,305 executions by Serv-U 5.0.0.0 (a commercial FTP server). The stack signatures form a cluster ranging from 0x1019A500 to 0x1019A5FF. We conjecture two reasons: (1) The locality of object access. The same object is often accessed at close-by instruction addresses. For example, the code in Figure 2 is common in C programs. The consecutive calls of fread satisfy the locality principle. ( 2) The accumulation of varieties. A signature is calculated by XORing return addresses of n stack frames with each frame having a variety of k i , the total variety can be as large as n i=1 k i . Motivated by the above observation, we add two additional tests to reduce false positives. 
Test 3. Does a cluster of stack signatures access a fixed object?
We define a cluster by a window centering at x: Test 3 and 4 may introduce false negatives; however, they are expedient alternatives in the situation where the number of samples is limited. Ideally, when the global profile contains a large enough sample space, Test 3 and 4 can be replaced by Test 1 and 2, respectively, since the range of stack signatures is finite. Figure 3 illustrates four patterns in the global profile, corresponding to the above four tests. 
Implementation
The architecture of our Ensemble prototype is illustrated in Figure 4 . It is designed to perform online anomaly detection using continuously updated global profiles and generated local profiles. Existing work is mostly evaluated in Linux environments while our system is implemented on Microsoft Windows XP, which is a more common attack target. Our prototype is implemented using about 10,000 lines of C++ code.
In our design, we initially tried to implement Ensemble by using system call sequences (N-gram previously proposed [23, 26, 36] ) as the representation of local profiles, due to its claimed effectiveness and simplicity. However, we found that N-gram has surprisingly low convergence speed for Windows API sequences in terms of obtaining the model of application's normal behaviors, likely due to a much larger sample space than in Linux (the number of Windows APIs is 6 times the number of Linux syscalls). We estimate two reasons for such big discrepancy: first, there are distinct difference between Unix/Linux system calls and Windows APIs; second, modern applications are becoming more and more complicated. System calls may be a too find-grained characterization of program behavior. Note that a lot of researchers apply N-gram algorithm on virus or malwares, whose binary sizes are much less than legitimate applications. Therefore, instead we resort to the simpler frequency-based model as described in §3.1 that has a faster convergence behavior. 
Generating Profiles and Anomaly Detection
We used the Detour Library [27] to monitor and log 106 APIs calls related to file system (26), registry (8) , file mapping (6), messages (8), thread (4), process (8), network (13), pipe (6), hook (3), clipboard (3), system time (6), DNS (2), handle management (2) and user accounts management (11), most of which are Windows specific. To the best of our knowledge, they cover most APIs that can cause inter-process communications, or result in persistent changes to the file system, the registry, the network, and other system settings. Note that it is fairly easy to include new APIs to the framework. We generate stack signatures using the StackWalk64 function in Windows Debugging Library.
Given the raw API traces and their stack signatures, the local profiles are generated as described in §3.1 (for process dependency) and §3.2 (for other categories). We implemented seven categories for profiles. (1) process dependency, (2) file access, (3) directory access, (4) registry access, (5) network connection, (6) DNS, and (7) IP prefix access. For (1), we handle 4 types of direct process dependencies: send message, set hook, create/terminate/suspend process (thread) and write/read/alloc/dealloc process memory, and 8 types of indirect dependencies: files, registry, file mapping, network, named pipes, anonymous pipes, system time and clipboard. The transformation from API traces to other categories (e.g., file access, network access) is trivially done by translating API parameters.
The global profile is generated by grouping various local profiles. Except for the process dependency, which is represented by a table like Table 2 (b), other categories are represented using bipartite graphs (stack signature → object names).
Our anomaly detection algorithm described in §3.3 is very efficient. For process dependency, the dependency inference and frequency look up is O(1) in run time using hash tables. For other categories using bipartite graphs, the computational complexity for Tests 1 and 2 is O(1); while Test 3 and 4 are also O(1) given that the window size is a small constant.
Operational Model
Finally, we present an overview of Ensemble's operational model. At each client, Ensemble is running as a system service and is transparent to the target application. CAPTCHA is used when subscribing or unsubscribing Ensemble services to prevent tampering from bots.
When the application is running, the Ensemble sampling module periodically logs its API calls with stack signatures 1 and generates the local profile (e.g., every 3 hours, one local profile is generated from 1-min sampling of API call traces). The Ensemble communication module periodically submits the local profile to the server, and also fetches the global profile from it. The Ensemble Anomaly Detection Module keeps monitoring target application's API calls and matching them with the global profile. If an alarm is triggered, the requested operation is denied, or the decision is left to the user.
Initially our anomaly detection is sampled: a local profile is generated periodically and compared with the global profile. Then we found that even if the anomaly detection is performed continuously, the extra overhead is acceptable (less than 2%), given that in most cases, the applications' API calls are not invoked in a "bursty" manner.
The Ensemble server can be maintained either on a large scale (e.g., by the application vendor), or on a small scale (e.g., within an enterprise network). Its tasks include collecting local profiles, generating the global profile and other management functionalities. Ideally, each version of the application should have its own global profile. Depending on the specific application, one global profile may also characterize several versions with minor differences.
Limitations of the Prototype
Our current prototype has the following limitations which are not fundamental to our design. At the client side, the sampling module is implemented at the user level, using a third-party library. For future work we plan to move the entire system into Windows kernel. At the server side, in order to prevent pollution of global profiles, we plan to investigate the use of reputation systems that establish trust among community users. Currently, we envision our system to be mainly deployed in enterprise environments where trust can be assumed.
The latest Windows Vista adopts Address Space Load Randomization (ASLR) technique [1] , which hampers the functionality of Stack Signatures. We can address this problem by using the relative offset of the return address from the module's start address, together with the module signature. We plan to explore this as future work.
Evaluation and Experiments
In this section, we systematically evaluate Ensemble. First we describe a small-scale deployment for a community of 12 users ( §5.1). Based on the negative results due to the limited size of the community, we introduce our testbed and target applications used for experiments ( §5.2), then analyze the generated local profiles ( §5.3) and the resulting global profiles ( §5.4). Next, we measure false positives ( §5.5) and estimate false negatives using a recent malware collection ( §5.6). Finally we present the performance evaluation of our system ( §5.7).
Small Scale Real Deployment
We deployed Ensemble among 12 real users, using Windows Live Messenger (MSN) as the target application. All users were using Win XP SP2 but with different software and hardware configurations. Before the experiment, we manually upgraded their MSN to the same version (2008 Build 8.5.1302.1018) and ensured the systems are virus-free. Users were not familiar with technical details of Ensemble, and were told to use MSN as usual. For each user, we collected 50 API call traces, each lasting 1 minute, during a 5-hour period. We used this dataset to evaluate false positives.
We used 5-fold cross validation on 600 traces to evaluate false positives. For each trace in the test group, if any API call triggered a false alarm, then the local profile was counted as one false positive. For the parameters in §3.3, we empirically set th e = 1%, th x = 1%, deg x = 10, winSize = 4KB (We tried different parameters such that th e < 2%, th x < 2%, deg x < 20, and obtained similar results). We found that the false positive rates were too high to be accepted (greater than 30% for file access and registry access). The reason is that 12 users are not sufficient to form a community to cover diverse application behavior.
Experimental Infrastructure
To test the impact of a larger community, we created an automated testbed to simulate a community environment. The idea is simple: to execute the target application multiple times on the testbed. In each execution, a local profile is created and fed to the global profile generator, as if it was submitted by a real community user. Then we use the global profile to test against normal and abnormal behaviors and evaluate false positives and negatives. We have two design goals for the testbed.
-Diverse User Behaviors. Random user actions are injected during each trial. The distribution of the randomness should roughly conform to that of a real community. -Diverse System Environment. During each trial, the system environment should also vary to simulate hardware and software variations in a real community. For example, a VoIP client may adjust its voice encoding strategy according to available network bandwidth, leading to different local profiles.
We manually created a Finite State Machine (FSM) for each target application to describe most of its main functionalities from an end user's perspective. FSM can be generated in a more automated fashion by combining user traces and adding some perturbation to include additional usage behavior. Despite the manual effort, FSM based representation for understanding application usage, even approximate, can aid in generating more diverse usage scenarios for a given application. Figure 5 is a simplified FSM for MSN. In each automated execution, the testbed partially iterates the FSM based on a Markov chain model, which characterizes the popularity of application's different functionalities. Each state transition S x → S y in the FSM represents a user action. A weight is assigned to e indicating the probability that the next state is S y given the current state is S x . For example, in Figure 5 , "Login" is the initial state where the user starts the application. The probability that the user successfully logs in ( 10 1+2+10 = 77%) is much higher than the probability that the user enters an invalid ID or password (8%).
The testbed not only randomly chooses the action, but also executes some actions with randomness. For instance, it is able to operate an instant messenger by selecting a random user and chatting with him/her via random text messages, emotion icons, handwritings or Flash winks. In another example, the "make phone call" action in Skype is carried out by dialing a number from 3000 toll-free numbers we collected.
We admit that our approach contains subjective elements and thus may not perfectly simulate a community environment. However, a community itself is a set of subjective users and has a tendency to change from time to time. Also, we will show in §5.3 the heavy-tailed distribution of simulated users' behaviors, which are usually the case in a real community.
To tackle the system environment randomness, the testbed automatically changes the hardware/software configurations for each trial. All experiments were conducted on virtual machines (VMware 6.0.2) for ease of management. The varied configuration includes memory, number of processors, installed software, existing running processes, system workload, firewall settings, system time, network bandwidth, DNS server, etc.
The testbed includes a FSM script parser, an action executor that maintains the state synchronization and sends mouse/keyboard input to the target application, a configuration manipulator that changes the system environment and a communicator that communicates with the Ensemble kernel. The testbed is built using about 3,000 lines of C++ code.
We chose four applications running on Microsoft Windows XP SP2 as our initial target applications: Skype 3. Table 3 shows the number of local profiles, sampling times and API log sizes of local profiles of each target application. The sampling time was set to conform to a Gaussian distribution. The sampling process started either at or after the application starts, and stopped either at or before the application terminates. The entire collection of local profiles lasted for one week.
Local Profiles
As mentioned, we created randomness during each trial to simulate different user behavior in the community. Thus each "user" may explore a different subset of the application functionalities. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of FSM patterns for Skype, MSN and QQ. A pattern defines the states iterated by the testbed in a single trial. If there are n possible states in FSM, then there exists 2 n − 1 possible patterns (0, 0, ..., 0, 1), ..., (1, 1, ..., 1, 1). For pattern (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ), a i = 1 iff the i-th state is visited at least once in a trial. The heavy-tailed distributions in Figure 6 demonstrate the diversity of user behaviors generated by our testbed, as well as the similarity of most users' behaviors. Although this may not exactly match the actual user behavior, we believe our method adds sufficient randomness to closely approximate general user activities. Table 4 presents statistics of global profiles. The numbers in the table are the numbers of process dependencies and, for other categories, the number of edges in the bipartite graphs.
Global Profiles
The process dependency categories of QQ, MSN and Skype are shown in Figures 9(a) , 10, and 11(a), respectively. Only parts with solid line represent the observed dependencies; while the dotted lines indicate detected misbehavior ( §5.6). The percentage on the edge denotes its occurrence frequency. The size of bipartite graphs is usually much larger. Figure 7 shows examples of the bipartite graphs. For each subfigure, the upper part X is the set of stack signatures; the lower part Y is the set of objects (registry keys, directory names, etc.), which are represented by a number (object ID). The numbers in square brackets are the frequencies.
-Subfigure (a) is a common case where a fixed stack signature accesses a fixed object.
For example, stack signature 0x7BF74721 always reads 3 registry keys:
\REGISTRY\MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Classes\QQCPHelper... \REGISTRY\MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Classes\CLSID\23752AA7... \REGISTRY\MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Classes\CLSID\23752AA7... 
False Positives
We used the same methodology (5-fold cross-validation) and the parameters as in the real deployment ( §5.1) to evaluate the false positives for the testbed. In Table 5 , the column "LPs" indicates the number of local profiles in the test group; the columns "Worst" and "Best" indicate the highest and lowest number of false positives (traces that contain at least one API call that triggers the false alarm), respectively, in 10 independent experiments (each experiment has 5 passes). Table 6 presents a fine-grained false positive measurement. Similar as above, we employed 5-fold cross-validation and the experiment was repeated for 10 times using 
the same parameters. In Table 6 , the column "Avg E" denotes the average number of API calls 2 in the test group, which were fed into Ensemble Anomaly Detection Module; the columns "Worst" and "Best" indicate the highest and lowest numbers of API calls that are mistakenly detected as abnormal, respectively. For Skype and ServU, no false positives were observed. For MSN and QQ, although their fine-grained false positives of Registry Read and Connections categories were slightly higher even when the false positive rate converges (shown in Figure 8 ), the mistakenly detected API calls concentrated in a few local profiles (Upon manual inspection of the logs, it was highly possible that during the generation of these local profiles, the application terminated unexpectedly.). Ideally, if they were indeed application's natural behaviors, then as the pool of training data becomes larger, the initial "strange" behaviors will become normal, and the large size of training data is exactly the advantage of a community.
When we were testing Skype, it produced unacceptable false positive rates for network-related behavior (two categories whose false positives labeled as "N/A" in Table 5 and Table 6 ). Upon manual inspection, we found that the stack signatures from network related APIs were almost uniformly distributed in the entire address space, and the dumped stack frames were also abnormal. Based on our estimation, Skype may employ some obfuscation techniques to protect their code against reverse engineering [10] . In summary, we believe that the false positives of Ensemble are acceptable.
Furthermore, we used 600 API call traces obtained in real deployment to test against the global profile generated by 1,298 MSN local profiles from the testbed. We obtained false positive rates of 0% (process dependency), 6% (file read), 4% (file write), 2% (directory read), 1% (directory write), 11% (registry read), 6 % (registry write), 9% (connections) and 3% (IP prefixes), using the metric in Table 5 . Upon manual inspection, the main cause of false positives was the incompleteness of our FSM model, in which some use cases such as video chat were not covered.
We also measured the relationship between the community size and the false positive rate using a 5-fold cross-validation, and presents the results using the worst case (the highest number of false positives in 10 independent experiments). As shown in Figure 8 for three applications, it is clear that the fine-grained false positive rate significantly decreases with increasing number of local profiles, and converges to a stable value (We discussed the high false positives of QQ and MSN earlier in this section). A real active community is believed to have orders of magnitude of more local profiles submitted by users, thus ensuring a low false positive rate. 
False Negatives
We evaluate false negatives on a total of 57 known malware programs and exploits for each target application by performing online comparison between the application behavior monitored in real time and the global profile, which was generated from local profiles described in Table 3 . We used the same parameters as in the false positive evaluation. Table 7 summarizes our selected malwares and exploits against target applications. They were selected from a malware collection obtained from honeypots, Web page crawling, and spam traps. It seems that these 57 malwares and exploits have somewhat common exploit techniques. However, we argue that the core merit of anomaly detection system is that, no matter how sophisticated an attack will be, as long as the application's behavior deviates from the baseline, the anomaly can be detected without prior knowledge.
For QQ, we tested 27 password stealer trojans, all of which were detected by Ensemble. Figure 9 shows a representative case. The trojan process (1180.EXE) sets a keyboard hook to QQ.EXE and tries to log users' keystrokes. The trojan also caused abnormal file accesses: KERNEL32.DLL and ISIGNUP.SYS. The latter was extracted by the trojan. We attempted two buffer overflow exploits using the Metasploit framework [6] against Serv-U. Both exploits were detected by Ensemble. One exploit caused ServU to spawn a command line shell, which could be remotely controlled by the attacker. Another exploit made ServU to download a file and execute it. The exploit was constructed in Metasploit by providing a URL pointing to an executable file (in our experiment, the downloaded executable was putty.exe, which was then renamed to a.exe and executed). In Table 8 , a series of events before the execution of a.exe were clearly revealed by failing to match abnormal edges with bipartite graphs in the global profile.
For MSN, we tested 25 worms that hijack MSN to send out malicious contents to the user's contacts. In one example shown in Figure 10 , the malware process with a long file name tried to modify registry keys and files that MSN read later.
Skype consists of Skype.exe and SkypePM.exe. We tested three worms that abused the Skype API to send malicious links to deceive receivers to click them. Since the Skype API on Windows is implemented using the message mechanism, Ensemble detected the worm named StWinsDat.exe that sent messages to Skype.exe, as shown in Figure 11 . Ensemble also detected that Skype read the file StWinsDat.exe from two stack addresses that never appeared in the global profile.
As part of the real-deployment in §5.1, we manually executed 25 MSN worms on 3 real machines with different configurations. All abnormal behaviors were detected by Ensemble. Furthermore, it seems that all above anomalies can be covered by the process dependency category. However, we argue that other categories are necessary. For one reason, it is possible that some attacks can happen without process dependency (e.g., anomalies caused by network packets such as Apache-Knacker exploit [3] ). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 9 (b), Figure 11 (b) and Table 8 , other categories provide more detailed information about the anomaly. 
Performance Evaluation
Using four target applications mentioned above, we measured the overhead of our prototype in terms of time and space. The evaluation was done on a commodity Dell Inspiron 530 PC (2.33G Core2 Duo CPU, 2GB memory, with WinXP SP2 installed). We believe that the overall overhead is acceptable. Extra delay incurred by local profile collection is less than 15%. Note that this happens infrequently (e.g., 1 minute per 3 hours), and Ensemble does not collect local profiles for two applications simultaneously. Extra overhead caused by anomaly detection is less than 2%. The logging size of API traces is less than 0.25 MB/min per application. The global profile size is less than 10MB per application. Like software update, the Ensemble server can transfer a "patch" of the new version of the global profile, with a much smaller size.
Limitations of Ensemble
While we found Ensemble's approach to be a promising direction for addressing a difficult problem of using run-time profiles for detecting code injections and other run-time anomalies, we also noted limitations that would need to be addressed in the future. We expect that some applications to be too complex for profiles to converge using limited system-call sampling. Our experiments indicate that this is the case for complex plug-in enabled applications such as IE and MS Word since plug-ins may behave differently from the original applications. Additional sampling and larger communities may help in such cases.
We plan to evaluate Ensemble in a real community with hundreds of users. Privacy concerns must be addressed, even though only summary data about system calls is exchanged with a server.
If a significant fraction of community of users mounted a coordinated attack to pollute the global profile, it is conceivable that the global profile can be corrupted. This is more likely in open communities, where sybil attacks [18] are possible. In closed communities as in enterprise environments, such attacks are much less likely.
Different applications may require different types of profiling. For example, if an application purposely randomizes addresses at function or instruction level (e.g., the network access module of Skype mentioned in §5.5 to obfuscate its behavior), then stack signatures are ineffective. Alternative methods, such as path profiling [15] , can be added to handle such applications.
In our design, the stack signature is generated by XORing unique return addresses of stack frames. The probability of collision is non-negligible in 32-bit OS, but very unlikely in 64-bit systems which are becoming increasingly popular.
Over-generalization
Each application has a set of "normal behaviors" (true baseline). False negative may happen when the detector-defined normal behaviors go beyond the true baseline (i.e., over-generalized) because the features or methods are not well-chosen or the model is not precise enough (i.e., an imperfect detector). For almost all practical IDS, the detector-defined normal behaviors are broader than the true baseline, thus allowing mimicry attacks. This is a problem with any detectors not just ours. The aggregation process should not introduce much additional over-generalization. Consider the aggregation of local profiles whose diversities are caused by: (i) User randomness. Different users can generate different profiles but they mostly fall within true baseline assuming profiles are trusted (User randomness can be regarded as exercising different normal execution paths in the application). (ii) System environment randomness. We admit that different system environment may have different set of "normal behaviors". However, this should introduce limited over-generalization, if any at all. In the worst case, we can have separate aggregations/pools for different OSes and software versions as mentioned in §4.2.
Mimicry Attacks
A perfect detector should leave no opportunity for mimicry attacks which are due to over-generalization. Note that the aggregation process is independent of what features or approaches are used for anomaly detection. The existence of mimicry attack is mainly due to limitations in feature selection and detection techniques, not in profile aggregation. Our focus is to show that with a reasonable detector, how we can reduce false positives rather than making the features rich enough to eliminate the possibility for mimicry attacks.
Conclusions
We have described the design of Ensemble, an unsupervised anomaly detection and prevention system relying on a user community to detect or prevent anomalies in popular applications. Local behavioral profiles are combined into a global profile, which can be used to detect or prevent code-injection or behavior-modifying exploits. Hosts participating in Ensemble only need to contribute summary run-time profile data (about 0.5 MB) periodically. Ensemble addresses the problem of merging profiles from hosts that may have different operating environments. From evaluation based on 57 test exploits for four candidate applications, we found that the quality of global profiles, and the resulting false positive rate, significantly improves as the community size grows to approximately 300 users, demonstrating that the use of communities is a practical way to automatically generate behavioral profiles without much manual training, and the resulting behavioral profiles are effective for run-time anomaly detection and prevention.
